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Summary
As technology and development continues to grow and become more innovative the
world is now seeing a shift in our society where the Internet of Things (IOT) and embedded
systems has become the norm in our everyday lives. These systems are either computers or
utilize the internet. From communication, transportation, entertainment, retail, medical practices
etc, the world can see how dependent our society has become on such technology. With that
being said, everyone runs into the risk of cyber crimes and activities that can jeopardize
operation on large or small scales. Thus, it has increased the need for protection and security.
Cybersecurity practices such as Memory Forensics have the capabilities of capturing the memory
of compromised devices and performing analysis to identify unusual activities. Our research is a
continuation of last year’s research. They were able to determine which memory forensic tool
provides more efficiency while we delved into the methods of which we will perform Memory
Forensics on our system. Developing methods that would be efficient and effective to detect
suspicious activity or malware within our RAM.
Problem Statement
Since commonly known attack methods have become increasingly sophisticated, we must
determine which memory forensic method would provide the best physical memory coverage
against those common attacks in order to support secure operational environments.
The project goals are to research and gain a deeper understanding of Memory Forensics,
its operation and importance. This is to gain an understanding of RAM and how the processes
communicate with one another to depict the operations or functions within a system. With such
information, the team will determine a methodology that will be used to detect suspicious
activity, potential malware, within a computer systems’ memory.

Design Requirement
To be able to perform research of Memory Forensics there are several financial, software
and hardware requirements. This project required a budget of $200 to cover the expense of a
hard drive that allowed us to process the data captured from memory, as well as additional
software tools. For software requirements, the computers of team members needed to be
compatible with our intended Memory Forensic Tool, Volatility 3. This means that, the
computers needed to have at least a Windows 10 operating system. The project required the
downloading of FTK Imager which was used to capture the RAM, memory of the system.
Python version 3 was also needed to run certain commands as well as Git Bash. It was also
required for us to have a system processor that was at least 2.5 GHz Dual Core. For hardware
requirements, the team needed at least 16 GB RAM to capture the memory and 6 GB to run other
applications and software.
Additionally to gain understanding of Memory Forensic the book “The Art of Memory
Forensics” provides the team with the tools and information that set the basis of the research. It
was also important to understand the industry regulations and standards with the United States,
NIST and CFFT. It is also very important to understand the Environmental and Social
Responsibility of Memory Forensics and how our data could be impactful.

Solution Design
Using Memory Forensic the team generated two methods that could be used to gather
information regarding the functions and process of a captured memory. Using these methods the
team was able to test on a clean system and on a “compromised” system that would mimic the

behavior or activity of malware. Comparing and contrasting the activities in the process as well
as the methods that would be more efficient.

Figure 1: Data generated using the PsCommands (PsList)

Figure 2: Data generated using the PsCommands (PsTree)

Figure 3: Data generated using the PsCommands (PsScan)

Project Implementation Plan
The objective of research is to determine the best method to perform Memory Forensic
using volatility that could be used to detect and prevent malicious attacks. To implement the final
solutions the team performed sprints that allowed us to form an objective over a course to time.
The first sprint, or increment of our project was to generate a memory capture of a clean RAM
using the FTK Imager. Clean RAM, referring to the limitations on active applications running on
the system during the capture. This required us to install the software and become familiar with
its functions that would allow us to capture memory.
Our second sprint was to generate our Memory Forensic tool, Volatility, and our first
method that utilized the Ps Commands (PsList, PsTree, PsScan) that would be used to process
the system’s RAM data. Then the team would determine another method that could be used. By
the third sprint our second method, we refer to as Commandline, would be implemented on a
system that had active applications and processes. Using this method, we would determine the
steps that could be used to identify and process data with the system’s memory.

In our fourth, rather last sprint, we would compare the results of using the Ps Commands
and Commandline on fairly clean and uncompromised systems. We would then create a system
that would be by definition “compromised” by common malware mimicking its behavior and
attack methods. As we did with the uncompromised system, we would capture its memory.
Using both of the methods to identify suspicious activities that would in turn provide us
information on efficiency and effectiveness of PsCommands and Commandline.

Project Implementation Process
➔ Memory Forensic Software:

➔ Text File Implementation:
For research we wanted to create a text file that would be used as a guide to
navigate and identify the memory processes and relationship with a memory dump. We
would also use this file to determine when our system has been compromised.

Figure : HowardUni.txt File

➔ Memory Capture of Uncompromised System:

◆ Method 1: Generating PsCommands:
Using the FTK Imager to capture the memory on a clean RAM. We had
little to no running programs on our system. Using our Memory Forensic tool,
Volatility3, we ran the PsCommands (PsList, PsTree, and PsScan) and analyzed
the data. We identified the Notepad.exe process and it was able to provide
information on what opened the HowardUni.txt file as we were capturing
memory. It was able to confirm what we expected to see in the memory dump. We
were also able to see how many processes share the same PID. The processes that
shared the same PID allowed us to make sense of the relationship between PID
and PPID.

Figure : PID and PPID on a RAM with no running programs

Figure 1: Data generated using the PsCommands (PsList)

Figure 2: Data generated using the PsCommands (PsTree)

Figure 3: Data generated using the PsCommands (PsScan)

◆ Method 2: Generating Commandline:
Using the FTK Imager to capture the memory of a more active RAM that
had active running programs on our system. Using our Memory Forensic tool,
Volatility3, we ran the Commandline and analyzed the data that was generated. As
seen within Method 1 using the PsCommands, we were able to see similar
information regarding the Notepad.exe process. Commandline was also able to
provide information on what opened the HowardUni.txt file as we were capturing
memory with little investigation. It did not require us to browse through multiple
lines of data. As well, confirmed what we expected to see in the memory dump.
We were also able to see how many processes share the same PID. In contrast to
the cleaner RAM within Method 1, there were more processes in association with
the Notepad.exe process.

Figure : PID and PPID on a RAM with running programs

Figure : Data generated using CommandLine

➔ Memory Capture of Compromised System:
One of the importance of Memory Forensics revolves around the idea that many
malicious attacks start within programs that are then loaded within memory and executed.
We were able to determine two methods that could be used with the Volatility 3 tool to
generate information and analysis. Using these techniques we need to test them them on a
“compromised” device that we know should provide information that could be seen as
abnormal in comparison to our uncompromised device. Researching the methods of
malicious attacks we were able to create a simple form of a “virus” that we would use to
infect the contents of our HowadUni.txt file.

Creating this virus required us to create a python program that would be executed
to compromise our system. The “virus”, once the program is executed, will compromise
the contents of any .txt file opened in the background or opened after the virus is
executed. Will this occured, we captured the memory using FTK Imager. With the
memory captured we analyzed the memory dump using the PsCommands and
Commandline methods.
Using PsCommands and CommandLine, we were able to generate a model of
what an uncompromised system should look like. Using this, we wanted to use these
same methods to determine if there would be any abnormalities in the memory’s
processes after running our “virus”.

Figure : HowardUni.txt File unaffected by the virus

Figure : Running python script that will execute the virus

Figure : HowardUni.txt File affected by the virus

Figure : Commandline Data generated from the Compromised system (Virus)

Figure : PsList generated from the Compromised system (Virus)

Figure : PsTree generated from the Compromised system (Virus)

Conclusions
We were able to generate two methods that could be used to analyze data provided by the
memory dump of our systems. Memory dump is a snapshot of a system’s memory at a specific
instant of time/process. The first method requires us to generate the Ps Commands. Through this
we can analyze the processes of the entire system that gives us information of what process has
been opened, closed, and even what process opened other processes (PPID and PID relationship).
The other method requires the use of a Commandline that instantly provides information of our
intended process. Utilizing both methods on a compromised and uncompromised system we
were able to determine which method would be more effective and efficient in providing
Memory Forensic. Both methods were able to provide information and data result of what

occurred with the system memory, however after weighing the pros and cons Commandline was
more reactive and quick with providing adequate information that could be used to identify
suspicious activities within the memory.
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